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What we have here is two men going for the skin tone shade mustache, and in my opinion they both pulled it off! Little Mike had to put in a lot of hard work, as he is not a natural upper lip hair grower, but his hard work and dedication really paid off. Yates had to deal with difficulties of his own, trying to grow his all on his own in what seems to be an anti-mustache San Jose office. Obviously there is no loser here, but someone has to be considered the winner of the “don’t you dare come near this with Just for Men” award, so let us know!

STYLE TIP: This style of mustache goes great with bright, spring time shirts!

In the battle for “which one of you is my uncle?” we have Drew wearing a very full, dark brown mustache that clearly needs a daily trim to allow sunlight to reach his top lip. His competitor, Casey, chose to wear the same mustache design, but one with a lighter mahogany tint. Rumor has it that they have both been approached by California Highway Patrol with job offers. The winner of this matchup has to keep their mustache till the summer, so pick Drew!
LIFESTYLE TIP: You can save up $50 on your winter heating bill by growing out one of these furry little fellas!

VS.

You have to give these mustache owners credit for keeping these little mustaches on their face for at least a month, because not everyone could (William W. and Kevin J.). Colton and Brad are competing for the “this mustache would be considered thick if I were still in high school” award. These two fashionable mustache styles are all the craze in Europe right now, even getting the attention of actress Keira Knightley: “These modern looking mustaches are so handsome!” Let us know which stache is more beautiful in your eyes!

HEALTH TIP: Growing a mustache boosts your metabolism by 27%!

VS.

This is the for the “what could have been” award. Just think about how thick and awesome Mr. Zabko’s mustache would have looked if he grew it for more than three days. Or what if this was a real dog, and it had a real green mustache? Unfortunately for everyone, Zabko couldn’t stay strong and keep his, and this dog is not real but merely a replica of the famous Boo.

MUSTACHE STATISTIC (I didn’t make this one up): The American Mustache Institute found that men with mustaches take home 8.2 percent more money than bearded employees and 4.3 percent more than clean-shaven employees.